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From the Desk of the coordinator
It gives me immense pleasure to present to you the monthly report on academic &
cultural activities through ‘Fun & Frolic’, the Newsletter by Dewan Public School
International.The beginning of the school year can be an emotional time for
teachers, parents and children. It is our role as educators to reassure parents and
children and to help them feel safe and secure.I would like to welcome back all of
our returning children & families and extend a warm welcome to all of our new
children & families.We will do our best to ensure that the transition is as seamless
as possible besides that each child feels loved, respected & safe. The learning
environment at Montessori ensures that every child learns and develops in the best
possible way. Our main objective at DPSI is to provide a carefully planned,
stimulating environment which will help children to develop within themselves,
the foundational habits, attitudes, skills and ideas essential for a lifetime of creative
thinking and learning.

Ms Ritu Gandhi
Coordinator

New Admission
Pre-Nursery
Aditi Rana

Nursery
Sakshi singh
Abhi Bansal
Vaibhav

KG Carnation
Devansh
Daisy
Alankrita

Pre-Nursery: Ms. Shikha Sharma

Class In-charges

Nursery:Ms. Himani Kothari,
KG Daisy: Ms. Richa Sharma
KG Carnation:Ms. Pooja Anand

Toppers of the month
Pre-Nursery

Nursery

Ojas Tyagi

Shatakshi

KG Daisy

KG Carnation

Dev Ratan

Tanvi

Achiever of the month
Pre-Nursery

Aradhya

She Is able to recognise things

Nursery

Lavanya &

VIvan
They have improved their

easily.

handwriting.

KG Daisy

Kishika

She has improved in orals.

KG Carnation Alankrita
She has improved his
handwriting.

Event
“VanmahotsaV”
Planting a sapling
Earth is called a green planet due to the presence of plants on it.
Plants are considered to be the first living organism born on the earth.
Without plants, the environment and human life on this earth cannot
exist. We grow plants in our homes, gardens, farms, road sides etc.
Their presence is inevitable for clean air, food and water in this world.
We observed this event on July 4, 2018. On this event, our tiny tots
planted sapling with the help of the teachers. The Principal of our
school Ms. Ruchi Sharma also participated in this event and
appreciated the efforts of our tiny tots.

Celebrations
Mango fiesta
Mango Fiesta was celebrated on July 11, 2018 in the premises of DPSI.
Our tiny tots got to know about the various varieties of mango. They
also introduced various dishes of mango. Teachers explained the
recipe of mango shake. The students enjoyed eating mangoes and
drinking mango shake. The Principal of our school Ms. Ruchi Sharma
explained the benefits of mango to our tiny tots.

Birthday celebration
Last working day of the month is celebrated
in a special way.The children whose birthday
falls in that particular month, their birthday
celebration finds an expression on that day.
They come to school in a special dress code.
They enjoy the birthday party as the birthday
cake is cut and served to all.

UOI

CLASSES: Pre-Nursery,
Nursery& KG
PROJECT: The amazing life
under the sea

Unit of inquiry in the form of project for this month is
‘The Amazing Life Under The Sea’.
There is one world inside water. This world contains many animals and
plants. These animals are called water animals or aquatic animals. They
have their separate life style. These animals live completely different
from normal living beings. They have an entirely different respiratory
system. Their respiratory system has provision to breath inside water
but not on the ground or land area. Our children got to know about the
names of different water animals and their babies and groups. They
were also introduced to the facts of water animals. They were taught
through group activities, rhymes, craft, videos, enactment,
conversation etc. The academic activities too were associated with the
projects.

CLASSES: Pre-Nursery,
Nursery & KG
SUB PROJECT: Rainy Season

Rainy season is the favorite season of almost everyone as it comes
after the very hot summer season. Rainy season falls in the month of
July (Shravan mass according to Hindi month) and stays for three
months long. Everyone loves and enjoys this season. In this season, we
enjoy eating naturally riped mangoes. We also celebrate many Indian
festivals with great enthusiasm in this season. Children learnt about
the things we use and the things we see in the Rainy Season. They were
also introduced to Rainbow and its colours.

Sensorial
Sensorial comes from the word sense or senses. Through this, the child
is able to concentrate on the refinement of all his/her senses, from
visual to stereognostic. The purpose of sensorial work is for the child
to acquire clear, conscious, information and to be able to make
classifications in his/her environment.

Languages
English
Pre Nursery:

Tiny toddlers introduced themselves in English. They

are aware of the sounds they hear in the environment & are able to
recognize them. They are acquainted with the first sound of the words
that they come across in their daily routine.
We are also working to hone their
listening skills by storytelling and
through videos. They were introduced
to sound c, d, e along with their pictures.

Nursery:

Conversation in this class revolved around water world and

rainy season. They were able to recognize some sounds & were able to
associate them with the given pictures. They learnt how to write
different patterns. Pre writing skills helped them to write
properly. They were able to trace &
write sounds q, i, l, t, u, f. Montessori
activities helped them to write in a
proper way. Various activities like
storytelling, watching videos improved
their listening skills.

KG:

Our kids conversed about the project & sub-project. Now, they

are able to write sounds in cursive pattern. In this month they learned
coding of three letter words. Montessori activities give a helping hand
to read and write the sounds in a proper way. Their vocabulary is
enhanced by using the words from word list in their daily conversation.

English
Rhyme Day

Mike
Practice

Hindi
Pre Nursery:

They learnt to speak & pronounce correctly without

stuttering. They are able to recite Rhymes.

Nursery:

They learnt to speak properly and to recite poems. They

can recognize some fruits & can tell their names in Hindi.

KG:

Children of this class progressed with writing of vyanjans. They

are able to write the first vyanjan of the picture. They did two letter
words coding in writing and the teacher made these concepts clear
through Montessori activities.

Number Work
Pre Nursery:

Their number skills are honed by pre number

activities. They can match corresponding pictures. They were
introduced to number 3 along with quantity association. They can sort
the colour & shape. They are able to differentiate between big & small
objects. They learnt all this through games, rhymes, Montessori &
other activities.

Nursery:

They are able to count numbers up to 10 orally. They have

learnt to write numbers 6-9 after doing various pre number activities.
Number rods and Card & Counters help them to associate number with
quantity. They can count the quantity and write the number easily.

KG:

The children learnt to write numbers 1-100 in sequence. They can

form /make quantities up to 50. The Montessori activities helped them
in learning the concept of ten.

Flameless Cooking
Children of Kindergarten section enjoy flameless cooking activity every
month. This month they enjoyed making Sweet corn.

Art & Craft
Art & craft comprises of wide variety of activities that call for making
things with one’s own hands. Children enjoy art & craft. Kids in our
school learn various skills such as coloring, pasting, impressions of
different objects etc. Drawing and craft work also keeps us and our
mind active.

Music &
Dance
For thousands of years music & dance have been an integral part of
indigenous religious ceremonies. Music plays a key role in dance
education. Young dancers need the opportunity to develop listening
skills and a sound sense of rhythm and music, in order to dance with
true expression and artistry. Our children love to dance.

Physical Education
Sports are important in every walk of life. They help to build a good
physique. They also make children mentally alert and physically strong.
Games & sports are good diversions and energies children, to learn
their lessons well. In this month, our kids participated in Alphabet
Race and Relay Race.

Editors’ Note:
We had a thrilling ride at ‘DPSI’ Newsletter. Its pages are packed with
information of awe-inspiring performances of our tiny tots in school.
We look forward to establish a greater connect with our readers in the
months ahead. And for this, we would like to have your comments and
suggestions.
Feedback at: ritugandhi677@gmail.com
If you have any queries regarding academic or behavioral issues, please
contact
Ms Ruchi Sharma
Principal
Email: principal@dpsi.edu.in

